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You will submit problems 1,2,3 and problems 4,5 in separate stapled sets. Print and �ll out twoopies of this sheet; attah a opy to the top of eah of the two parts of your homework. Indiatewhih part is whih by irling the relevant problems [1,2,3 or 4,5℄ on the over sheet. On bothopies of the over sheet, neatly print your name(s), NetID(s), and the alias(es) you used forHomework 0 in the boxes above.
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They sentened me to twenty years of boredomfor trying to hange the system from within.I'm oming now I'm oming to reward them.First we take Manhattan, then we take Berlin.{ First we take Manhattan, Leonard Cohen
Required Problems1. The Hard Life of a Journalist[20 Points℄(a) [2 Points℄ A journalist, named Jane Austen, travels to Afghanistan, and unfortunatelyfalls into the hands of Bin Laden. Bin Laden o�ers Jane a game for her life { if she winsshe an leave.The game board is made out of 2� 2 oins:

H

HT

T

At eah round, Jane an deide to ip one or two oins, by speifying whih oins she isipping (for example, ip the left bottom oin, and the right top oin); next, Bin Ladengoes and rotates the board by either 90; 180; 270, or 0 degrees (of ourse, rotation by 0degrees is just keeping the oins in their urrent on�guration).The game is over when all the four oins are either all heads or all tails. To make thingsinteresting, Jane does not see the board, and does not know the starting on�guration.Desribe an algorithm that Jane an deploy, so that she always wins. How many roundsare required by your algorithm?(b) [5 Points℄After esaping from Bin Laden, and on her way to Kabul, Jane meets a peae lov-ing, nulear reator selling, Frenh diplomat. The Frenh diplomat is outraged to hearthat Jane prefers Hummus to Frenh Fries, and instruts his bodyguards to arrest Janeimmediately, ausing her of being a quisling of the Frenh uisine (Jane has Frenhitizenship). Again, the diplomat o�ers her a game for her life, similar to the Bin Ladengame, with the following twist: after Jane ips her oins, the diplomat will reorder theoins in an arbitrary order (without ipping any oin). Desribe an algorithm that Janean use to win the game. What is the expeted number of rounds Jane has to playbefore winning (the lower your bound, the better)?() [5 Points℄ After esaping from the Frenh diplomat, Jane travels to Hanoi to investigaterumors that the priests in harge of the Towers of Hanoi games are spending all the moneythey get on buying omputer games and playing them, instead of playing the holy gameof Towers of Hanoi, as they are supposed to do.However, the head priest is willing to do an interview with Jane, only if she plays theoin game (using the Frenh diplomat version), with n oins. Desribe an algorithm
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that guarantees that Jane wins. Provide an upper bound (as tight as possible) on thenumber of rounds Jane has to play before winning. (Providing an exat bound here isprobably hard. As suh, a rough upper bound would be aeptable.)(d) [5 Points℄ Jane, tired of all those oin games, goes to Nashville for a vaation. Unfor-tunately for her, she is kidnapped by an Elvis lookalike. Not surprisingly, he o�ers herto play the oin game for her life, with the following variants: There are n oins, and ateah round Jane an hoose whih of the n oins she wants to ip. Before ipping theoin, the Elvis lookalike tells her whether the oin is urrently head or tail, and Jane andeide whether she wants to ip this oin or not. After eah round, the Elvis lookaliketakes the oins and reorders them in any order he likes. Desribe an algorithm thatguarantees that Jane wins. Provide an exat bound on the expeted number of roundsthat Jane has to play before she wins. (The smaller your bound, the better.)

2. Sorting Random Input[20 Points℄Let a1; : : : ; an be n real numbers hosen independently and uniformly from the range [0; 1℄.� [5 Points℄ Desribe an algorithm with an expeted linear running time that sorts thenumbers.� [5 Points℄ Show that the linear running time is with high probability.� Approx Max Cut[10 Points℄Given a graph G = (V;E) with n verties and m edges, desribe an algorithm that runsin O(n) time, and outputs a ut S � V , suh that the expeted number of edges in theut is �M=2, where M is the number of edges in the maximum ut, where the numberof edges in the ut is j(S � (V n S)) \Ej.
3. Random Bits in a Treap[20 Points℄Let's analyze the number of random bits needed to implement the operations of a treap.Suppose we pik a priority pi at random from the unit interval. Then the binary representa-tion of eah pi an be generated as a potentially in�nite series of bits that are the outome ofunbiased oin ips. The idea is to generate only as many bits in this sequene as is neessaryfor resolving omparisons between di�erent priorities. Suppose we have only generated somepre�xes of the binary representations of the priorities of the elements in the treap T . Now,while inserting an item y, we ompare its priority py to the other's priorities to determine howy should be rotated. While omparing py to some pi, if their urrent partial binary represen-tation an resolve the omparison, then we are done. Otherwise, the have the same partialbinary representations (upto the length of the shorter of the two) and we keep generatingmore bits for eah until they �rst di�er.(a) Compute a tight upper bound on the expeted number of oin ips or random bitsneeded for a single priority omparison. (Note that during insertion, every time wedeide whether or not to perform a rotation, we perform a priority omparison. We areinterested in the number of bits generated in suh a single omparison.)3
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(b) Generating bits one at a time like this is probably a bad idea in pratie. Give a morepratial sheme that generates the priorities in advane, using a small number of randombits, given an upper bound n on the treap size. Desribe a sheme that works orretlywith probability � 1� n�, where  is a prespei�ed onstant.

4. A Game of Death[20 Points℄Death knoks on your door one old blustery morning and hallenges you to a game.Death knows that you are an algorithms student, so instead of the traditional game of hess,Death presents you with a omplete binary tree with 4n leaves, eah olored either blak orwhite. There is a token at the root of the tree. To play the game, you and Death will taketurns moving the token from its urrent node to one of its hildren. The game will end after2n moves, when the token lands on a leaf. If the �nal leaf is blak, you die; if it's white, youwill live forever. You move �rst, so Death gets the last turn.

∨

∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧

∧ ∧
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∨

You an deide whether it's worth playing or not as follows. Imagine that the nodes ateven levels (where it's your turn) are or gates, the nodes at odd levels (where it's Death'sturn) are and gates. Eah gate gets its input from its hildren and passes its output to itsparent. White and blak stand for True and False. If the output at the top of the tree isTrue, then you an win and live forever! If the output at the top of the tree is False, youshould hallenge Death to a game of Twister instead.(a) [10 Points℄ Desribe and analyze a deterministi algorithm to determine whether ornot you an win. [Hint: This is easy!℄(b) [10 Points℄ Unfortunately, Death won't let you even look at every node in the tree.Desribe a randomized algorithm that determines whether you an win in �(3n) expetedtime. [Hint: Consider the ase n = 1.℄
5. Closest Numbers[20 Points℄Let P be a set of n real numbers. The purpose of this exerise is to develop a linear timealgorithm for deiding whether there are two equal numbers in P . Let x1; : : : ; xn be a randompermutation of the numbers in P . 4
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(a) [5 Points℄ Let �i = min1�k<j�i jxk � xj j be the distane between the losest pair of numbersin x1; : : : ; xi. Prove that Pr[�i 6= �i�1℄ � 2=i.(b) [5 Points℄ Given a parameter r, desribe an algorithm that deides, in O(i) time,whether �i < r. Furthermore, if �i�1 = r but �i < r, then it omputes �i. (Hint: usehashing and the oor funtion.)() [5 Points℄ Show how to modify the previous algorithm into a data-struture, so thatafter omputing �i, one an insert xi+1; : : : ; xj into the data-struture in O(1) time perelement, where �i+1 = �i+2 = � � � = �j�1 > �j . And furthermore, the data-struturereturns �j .(d) [5 Points℄ Desribe an algorithm, with O(n) expeted running time, that omputes �n.Clearly, if �n = 0 then there are two idential numbers in P . (Hint: Use (a) and ().)(Note that the algorithm of (d) is faster than one an ahieve in the omparison model (i.e.,we only get to ompare numbers). One an prove that the fastest algorithm for this problemin the omparison model requires 
(n log n) time. Namely, the only way to solve it is usingsorting.)
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